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NAME: Harún, a Napharcos RACE: Human CLASS: Cleric (warpriest) 

ALIGNMENT: Good XP: 16,500 LEVEL: 9 

 
SKILLS 

 TOTAL  (no armor) 

Acrobatics +0 +3 

Arcana +9  

Athletics +1 +4 

Bluff +4  

Diplomacy +9  

Dungeoneering +10  

Endurance +4 +7 

Heal +17  

History +4  

Insight +15  

Intimidate +4  

Nature +10  

Perception +10  

Religion +9  

Stealth +0 +3 

Streetwise +4  

Thievery +0 +3 

 

ABILITIES 
 Score Check 

STRENGTH 11 +4 

CONSTITUTION 16 +7 

DEXTERITY 8 +3 

INTELLIGENCE 10 +4 

WISDOM 22 +10 

CHARISMA 10 +4 

 
SENSES 

PASSIVE INSIGHT 25 

PASSIVE PERCEPTION 20 

SPECIAL SENSES 
-  

 
LANGUAGES 

Common, Dwarven 

 * FEATS AND NON-COMBAT ° CLASS/RACE FEATURES 
* Axe Expertise +1 to attack (already included). When using an axe, may re-reoll one damage die that results in 1. 

* Weapon Proficiency: Waraxe Proficiency with waraxe.  

* Superior Fortitude +2 to Fortitude (included). Resistance of 3 to ongoing damage. 

* Superior Will +2 to Will (already included). If you are dazed or stunned at the start of your turn, roll an extra saving 
throw to end the condition (even if normally there is no save). 

* Toughness +5 hp - already included. 

* Harbinger of Rebirth +2 to Heal (included). +5 on Death Saving Throws to allies within 5 squares. 

 EQUIPMENT 
Backpack, bedroll, flint & steel, belt pouch,   2   sunrods,   1   torch,   1    pint of oil, 50' hempen rope, waterskin, some trail rations,  

everburning torch (burns forever, no heat, bright light in 5 squares, can be put away in a backpack) 

 

Vicious Waraxe +2 (versatile weapon: +1 damage if wielded 2-handed). 

Brooch of Unerring Defense +2 (+2 to Fortiude, Reflex, Will - already included; 1/2 (non-ongoing) damage if damaged by a missed attack) 

Healer's Chainmail +2 (+2 hp regained if you use a power that allows spending a Healing Surge (already included); armor check penalty -1) 

Vanguard's Heavy Shield (+4 defense against charge attacks; armor check penalty: -2) 

  2  Potions of Vitality (see next page) 

 

 

 

 

 

  6   platinum pieces,   39   gold pieces,   8   silver pieces 

 

CONCEPT 
Harún papként és szent 
katonaként szolgálja Pelort, a 
napistent. A Jo'harát 
felszabadító keresztesek 
hagyományai szerint nevelték és 
képezték. Kegyes, de kemény, nem 
fél semmitől. A sötétség erőinek 
üldözője, az elesettek megsegítője. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

total weight: 101 lbs;   normal load: -110 lbs 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

COMBAT PROFILE 
INITIATIVE +3 SPEED 5 ACTION POINT  

 
DEFENSES 

AC 25 

FORTITUDE 23 

REFLEX 19 

WILL 26 

 HP 
MAX 73 hp 

BLOODIED 36 hp 

SURGE/DAY 10/day 

HP / SURGE  18 hp/surge 
HP: 
 
 

Surges: 
 

 
 

COMBAT FEATURES 
Axe Expertise: when using an axe, may re-reoll one damage die that results in 1. 

Vanguard's Shield: +4 (item) bonus on defenses against charge attacks. 

Channel Divinity: can use only 1 Channel Divinity power each encounter  
(either Smite Undead or Soothing Light). 
Superior Fortitude: resistance of 3 to ongoing damage. 

Brooch of Unerring Defense: 1/2 (non-ongoing) damage if damaged by a missed attack. 

Superior Will: if you are dazed or stunned at the start of your turn, roll an extra saving throw to end the 
condition (even if normally there is no save). 
Sun Domain: +2 on Death Saving Throws for you and allies wihin 5 squares. 

Harbinger of Rebirth: +5 on Death Saving Throws for allies wihin 5 squares. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ATTACK POWERS (at-will, encounter, daily) 
Blessing of Battle Melee attack. Waraxe: +15 vs AC. Hit: 1d12 + 8 damage. Effect: Resist 3 to all damage for you or an ally within 5, until the 

end of your next turn. 
Brand of the Sun Melee attack. Waraxe: +15 vs AC. Hit: 1d12 + 8 radiant damage. Effect: you or an ally within 5 can make a saving throw. 

Sun Burst Melee attack. Waraxe: +15 vs AC. Hit: 1d12 + 8 radiant damage. Effect: you and all allies within 5 gain 5 temporary hp and 
can make a saving throw. 

Resurgent Sun Melee attack. Waraxe: +15 vs AC. Hit: 2d12 + 8 radiant damage. Effect: you or an ally within 5 can spend a Healing Surge. 

Searing Brand Melee attack. Waraxe: +15 vs AC. Hit: 1d12 + 8 radiant damage, and the target is blinded until the end of your next turn. 

Smite Undead Channel Divinity! Melee attack, vs undead only. +15 vs Will. Hit: 2d12 + 8 radiant damage, push 6 squares, target 
immobilised until the end of your next turn. Miss: 1/2 damage.  

Nimbus of Holy 
Shielding 

Close Burst 1 (all enemies). +15 vs Will. Hit: 1d12 + 8 radiant damage. Effect: Each ally within 2 squares gains +2 (power) 
bonus to all defenses until the end of the encounter. 

Champion of the Gods Close Burst 1 (all enemies). +15 vs AC. Hit: 2d12 + 8 damage. Effect: you gain +3 (power) bonus to melee damage rolls, 
Strength and Athletics checks until the end of the encounter. 

 UTILITY AND NON-ATTACK POWERS (at-will, encounter, daily) 
Sun's Glow Minor Action. An object or empty square that you touch sheds bright light in 4 squares.  

The light last for 1 hour. Can be dismissed as free action. You can have only 1 active at a time. 
Healing Word 
(2/encounter) 

Minor Action. You or an ally within 5 can spend a Healing Surge, regains an extra 2d6 + 2 hp and gains 3 temporary hp.  
In addition, you or an ally within 5 regains 2 hp. 

Soothing Light Channel Divinity! Minor Action. You or an ally within 2 can make a saving throw with +2 (power) bonus. 

Heroic Effort You would miss with an attack or fail a saving throw → (No Action) gain +4 (racial) bonus on the roll. 

Cure Light Wounds Minor Action. You or an adjacent ally regains hp as if 1 Healing Surge was expended. 

Cure Serious Wounds Minor Action. You or an adjacent ally regains hp as if 2 Healing Surges were expended. 

Weapon of the Gods Minor. Targets one weapon you hold. Until the end of the encounter, the weapon deals +1d6 radiant damage, and each time 
the weapon hits, the target takes -2 to AC until the end of the attacker's next turn. 

Holy Cleansing Minor Action. You or an ally within 5 can make saving throw with +5 (power) bonus against each effect. Target can lose a 
Healing Surge to improve a disease by 2 stages. Ends petrification, but target loses all Healing Surges. 

Resurrection At the end of an extended rest, restore life (max hp and Healing Surges) to a creature dead for max 24 hours. The target takes  
-1 to attacks, ability/skill checks and saves until reaching 3 milestones or taking 3 extended rests. 

 MAGIC ITEM POWERS (at-will, encounter, daily, consumable) 
Potion of Vitality (x2) Minor Action. Lose a Healing Surge to regain 25 hp and make one saving throw. 

 
WEAPON ATTACK  DAMAGE CRITICAL DISTANCE 

Waraxe melee basic attack / Warpriest Divine attacks +9 / +15 1d12 +2 / +8 max + 2d12 - 

 


